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With little more
than an hour of
daylight remain-
ing, the GPS
shows 170km to
run for a landing
back at Bitter-
wasser. Not the
usual situation I'm
presented with
during flights from
my home airfield
at Lasham in the
UK.

But now “the
game is on”. From
here on out it's a
race against time

in order to finish today’s 1100km goal
flight before it gets dark. Not an
extraordinary event when flying from the
Bitterwasser Lodge in Namibia. In fact
quite an “ordinary” day out if that isn't too
much of an understatement.

In May 2012, I was approached by Patrick
Naegeli and invited to join him, Roy
Pentecost and Chris Starkey on an
expedition to the Bitterwasser Lodge and
Flying Centre in south central Namibia.
Having recalled a conversation with
Howard Jones some years before, I was
keenly aware that this was a “must do”
place to visit. In true “Patrickesque” style,
the whole package was arranged with
seamless effort and before I knew it the
four of us were departing for Windhoek in
late December.

First impressions were that Bitterwasser
was an oasis in the midst of a rather
barren, inhospitable landscape. Which of
course is rather to be expected given that
it is situated in the heart of the Kalahari.
The facility is located on the edge of a dry
lake-bed. The lodge and the associated
accommodation is built in typical African
style with lots of hardwood and thatch. It

is self sufficient with its own water and
electricity supplies, a working farm
producing fresh food and an internet
connection that I'm sure the Pentagon
would be proud of.

Accommodation is located conveniently
close to the glider parking area which itself
is positioned among a rather fetching
“Hollywood style” avenue of palm trees.
More on that later. Each parking spot has
water and electricity supplied and easy
access to the taxiway and thence the
lake-bed runways.

Bitterwasser developed from the farm
which originally occupied the site. During
the 1960s the far sighted vision of the
farmer, Peter Kayssler morphed into what
has become the present day Bitterwasser
Lodge and Flying Centre. Tradition was
established early on. For example, the
concept of planting a palm tree after every
commendable flight lives on to the
present.

Currently each pilot who accomplishes a
first FAI 1000km is recognised in a sunset
tree planting ceremony. Apart from the
eco-friendly aspect, this also provides
shade for the future along with a living
memoir.

Bitterwasser 2013

Andy Aveling after a
dowsing with beer follow-
ing his 1100km flight and
palm tree planting

Bitterwasser lake-bed and Flying Centre



For us, a typical Bitterwasser day started
not long after sunrise; usually around
0700. The two-minute walk to the glider
was followed by pre-flight formalities and
then another two-minute walk to
breakfast. Briefing started at 0845 and
comprised a highly interactive,
professional, yet good humoured session.

The very accurate weather forecast
provided by Topmeteo proved invaluable.
This was supplemented by locally derived
data which predicted time of first thermal
to 3000' AGL. Again this was highly
accurate, often to within 10 minutes. New
arrivals got to introduce themselves and
the departing “old hands” were invited to
sum up their experiences. Previous days
OLC flights were also reviewed.

Task setting decisions were left to the
individual pilots. However, the local
'pundits' were freely available to provide
guidance. The whole affair was expertly
orchestrated by CFI, Dieter Schwenk, ably
assisted by his French accomplice, JR. The
electronic briefing was posted in paper
format at the “wailing wall” for those who
wanted to review it later.

After briefing we allowed 15 minutes for
task planning, then it was off to the glider
to prepare for flying; not forgetting to
“book out” on the way past the flight

office. This was just one element of a very
safety-orientated culture which has
developed in order to mitigate the risks of
flying in such a harsh and remote
environment.

By 0945 on most days we were pushing
our aircraft onto the taxiway; at which
point one of the runway team would
magically appear with a tow car to assist
the pilot to the launch point. This could be
as much as a 5 km drive round the outside
of the lakebed, so a 30 minute tow-out
wasn't uncommon. The launch point was
arranged line abreast, thus avoiding
tiresome gridding or jostling for takeoff
position.

When the pilot was ready, he simply
announced it on the radio and sure enough
up would rock one of the runway team to
remove the wing dolly and run with the
wingtip. Operating at a density altitude of
some 7000' did push the aircraft close to
the limit of their takeoff performance.

However the 3km diameter lake-bed
provided a comfortable margin of safety.
Engine shutdown occurred at the first
decent thermal, generally less than 5
minutes after airborne. Thereafter it was
a climb to the start and then away for 7-9
hours of some of the most rewarding
cross-country gliding imaginable.
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Ready for take-off



The “play area” extended from the Great
Escarpment (dividing the Kalahari from
the Namib desert) in the west, to
Botswana in the east. The only airspace
issue was the Windhoek TMA 50 km to the
North and South African airspace 250 km
to the south east. Local soaring was
anything up to 500km, but most flights
were between 600-900 km. Flights of 1000
km or more occurred more often than not,
regularly using the awesome convergence
that would set up along the Great
Escarpment.

Normal operating height ranged from
3500' to 12000' AGL and thermals
averaged between 4-12kt. At the end of
the day, there was never a problem
struggling to stay airborne. Indeed most
thermals appeared to continue until well
after sunset. However, the issue of final
gliding over fairly long (120km+)
distances from around 15,000' AMSL
required a close eye on legal daylight and
the ramifications of landing in the dark.

Accordingly, Bitterwasser required a
position report at least one hour before
sunset. This safety feature allowed lighting
of the landing area if required or to locate
a land-out before dark. A night under the
stars on a remote pan or gravel road may
sound very “Antoine de St Exupery”, but
I imagine it's not an experience to be
lightly contemplated.

After a normal landing at BiWa (as it's
colloquially known) at around 1930, the
runway team would again appear and
have the tail and wing dollies attached
before the pilot had time to exit the
cockpit. This was followed by a leisurely
tow back to the parking area and then the
usual formalities of putting the glider to
bed, often by the light of the parking area
floodlights.

After a quick shower and perhaps a review
of the flight, it was off for socialising with
the many German, Swiss and French
guests. Dinner came at 2030 and was
always “introduced” by the chef of the day.
In fact the head chef, Lothar and his team
produced excellent, freshly-cooked food.
Bed often came as an unwelcome
interruption at some time before midnight.

And so the cycle would repeat itself the
next day. In fact I only discovered the
swimming pool and the farm on the last
(non-flying) day when I finally managed
to do something other than commute
between bed, glider and dining area!!!

So how to describe BiWa? Certainly the
usual superlatives just don't suffice. Yes
the weather was not just unbelievably
good, but reliable too. Despite this the
locals were complaining of an untypical
year!! The organisation was second to
none, from the flight office through
catering, accommodation, runway team,
the maintenance facility, to all the
associated support staff. The safety
conscious, yet relaxed, environment was
a real breath of fresh air. Finally the really
good humoured atmosphere created by
Dieter, JR and the rest of the team,
together with the other visiting guests,
made for an unforgettable experience.

For me, the 93hr of flying in just twelve
days which included four flights of over
1000km was a real eye opener. The
fantastically appointed Ventus 2CxM
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supplied by Bernd Goretzki made the
flying safe, comfortable and very easy. Oh,
and the very moving palm planting
ceremony, complete the magical sunset
fly-by and accompanying choir, has left
me with a lifetime of fond memories!!

How to book it? - via the website. BiWa is
a limited company run by shareholders.
They have first call on all the facilities but
by April/May any unused capacity can be
rented out. Peak season is mid-November
to late December but the season begins
as early as October and finishes mid to
late January.

Getting there? – the only direct flight to
Windhoek via Frankfurt gets you there for
early morning. Otherwise the route is via
Johannesburg and a lunchtime connection.

In either case, expect a three-hour drive
to the lodge.

What to take? - An Emergency Locator
Beacon that can be attached to a
parachute is a great safety item.
Otherwise, a personal cannula for the oxy
and perhaps a GPS/logger system with
battery pack may preclude unserviceable
equipment or unfamiliarity with the glider
nav kit. For example a Nano + Oudie +
Battery pack would be a great little stand
alone package. We also rented sat-phones
on site, but cell coverage is pretty good
over most of Namibia. However this may
not be so true if you venture off into
Botswana.

Costs? - Flights were around £800, glider
hire came to £200/day (including engine
time for the launch) and accommodation
on a full board basis was around
£120/day. Car hire worked out at about
£20/day each and the BiWa “day charge”
for facilities and runway team came to
about £25/day. Sat-phone hire was
£7/day. Fuel and oxy were about £20 each
per refill. Lastly drinks were not included
and of course that is a variable charge!!
My estimate of total cost is about £5000
for the 12 days.
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This is the igc file of one of
Andy’s flights projected on
to a map of the southern tip
of Africa using Google Earth

The distance was 1,156.7
km at 124.6 km/h taking
9hr 17min on 8 Jan 2013

You can replay the whole
flight by downloading the
file from the OLC site and
using IGC Flight Replay from
http://ywtw.de/igcsimen.html
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Happy indeed is the
glider pilot who’s
time-rich and cash-
rich. More usually,
you’re either rich in
one and poor in the
other, or else
lacking both, so the
outlay of money
and days needed for

a gliding expedition can give serious pause
for thought.

But, although I’ve lost count of the weeks
I’ve spent on wet airfields waiting for the
weather to break, I didn’t hesitate to book
Lasham’s Aboyne Expedition this autumn.
I hadn’t flown at all between 2011 and
2012, and I don’t know if I’ll be gliding in
2014, so I was going to get whatever
soaring I could while I could. And I’m glad
I did. It was one of the most enjoyable
week’s gliding I’ve had in 25 years.

Three flights in particular fall into the “I’ll
always remember that” category…

The first, on Sunday, 6 October, took me
to 15,500ft aal in westerly wave. I’ve
always felt that in wave, even more so
than in thermals, you get the sensation of
moving through three-dimensional space,
with the wave bar at your wingtip and
lenticulars overhead.

This particular flight, in Duo Discus 775
with David Williams instructing, was a
perfect example: the wave organised the
cumulus low down then, as we got higher
above Loch Kinord, we soared layers of
lenticulars with plenty of clear air between.

It felt rather like cruising through the
depths of an ocean between pods of
well-disposed whales. And the approach
of night added a fourth dimension
because, as we climbed away in easy lift
then reluctantly descended, the play of
light on the clouds changed from bright to
mellow: through cream and grey and pink
and peach to orange and purple-brown. If
you’ve ever watched, from the ground, at
the end of the day, the last rays of sun

Aboyne

The Cairngorms from about 10,000ft asl in blue wave on a flight from Feshiebridge. Five of Scotland's
six highest mountains are in this massif. Photo: Helen Evans

Photo: Mikael Engström



illuminate the very top of a large cumulus,
that’s what we were looking down upon.
Or if you’ve ever seen the silhouettes of
lenticulars dark against the sunset and
wondered if they work – well, they do –
that’s what we were soaring. We landed
15 minutes before official night and each
preceding minute was different and each
was breathtaking. The journey would have
been worth it for that flight alone.

The second memorable flight was on a
much less promising day: the Friday, when
the wind was easterly and the scruffy-
looking cloudbase was lower than 3,000ft.
I was too tired to fly solo, so John
Simmonds and I thermalled the Duo Discus
along little cloudstreets downwind of the
site, and over Glen Tanar.

Far away, on the western horizon, we
could see snow defining the summits of
the Cairngorms. Just as we were turning

back to the airfield, we hooked into a good
core and I glanced up at a bird of prey
joining us – it was a golden eagle! John
Simmonds took over the flying so that I
could sit back and enjoy the privilege of
thermalling with this huge, accomplished
bird, right at the eastern extremity of its
range. It was exciting and also humbling
to watch its mastery in its element: to
realise what newcomers humans are to its
world.

Any fool knows that the best route to drive
between two gliding clubs goes past a third
so, leaving Aboyne for Portmoak (where
my holiday would be cut short by a cold),
I stopped off at Cairngorm GC,
Feshiebridge, on the Saturday.

It was my first visit, and frost was still
clinging to the grass in the shade of the
trees along one side of the narrow grass
strip. It was a sunny day and felt flat calm
but tuggie Nick Norman, who’d soared to
26,000ft the previous weekend, suggested
sniffing for wave, so instructor Bill
Longstaff and I launched. We flew over the
snow-topped mountain next to the site
then across the unexpected, spectacular
glen beyond, once gouged by a glacier out
of the granite and now filled with the blue
of Loch Einich.

There still wasn’t a cloud in the sky and
little in the way of wind, but all the same
we found wave where Nick had suspected:
a most unlikely location, almost directly
above the upwind rock-face of the glen.
This was easterly blue wave – none of that
three-dimensional moving-between-layers
stuff – but it still got us up to 10,000ft asl
at a sedate 2-3kts. Last time I had visited
Cairn Gorm – at 1,245m the highest
mountain in the range and the second
highest in the country – I went by funicular
railway in July and was struck by the
habitat at the summit: a rock-strewn
surface that’s home to arctic-alpine
vegetation.
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Descending from 15,500ft aal over Loch Kinord
in the Duo on Day One of the 2013 Lasham
Expedition



Five of the six highest mountains in
Scotland are in this massif. It felt
extraordinary to be thousands of feet
above these snow-covered summits –
which I’d seen far in the distance the
previous day – in warm sunshine and a
cloudless sky.

Three memorable flights from one week of
a three-week expedition. It’s just a taster,
really, and very much a personal account,
but it’s flights like these that make gliding
worthwhile for me.

I owe a big thank you to David, John and
Bill and to all the Lasham, Deeside and
Cairngorm members who made them
possible. You can find more details on the
blog:
http://lashamexpeditions.blogspot.co.uk/
of what other Lasham members did during
the expedition.

Week One was definitely blessed with the
best weather: the highest UK flight this
year, Nicki’s and Tim’s Diamond Heights,
Darren’s Gold Height, and several personal
firsts for different people.

If you’ve never flown in Scotland, I urge
you to try it. I’ve had a great welcome at
every Scottish club I’ve flown from:
� Aboyne (Deeside Gliding Club)

http://www.deesideglidingclub.co.uk

� Feshiebridge (Cairngorm Gliding Club)
http://www.gliding.org

� Portmoak (Scottish Gliding Centre)
http://www.scottishglidingcentre.co.uk
And there’s always next year’s Aboyne
expedition…

Ebenezer Grimshaw was completely
confounded by experiencing wave. He will
have recovered his composure for the next
issue.

New members
Welcome to our new members since the
July edition. Not all have been yet
confirmed by the Committee of
Management (as required by the rules)

Congratulations to Wally Kahn for the
award of the Vintage Glider Club’s
Chairman’s Cup for his lifetime contrib-
ution to the development of post-war
gliding in the United Kingdom, in scanning
gliding archives and in fund-raising. (Last
year it was awarded to the Wasserkuppe
Museum.) Jan Forster will present it in
December at the Lasham Vintage Dinner.
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� Ken Miles
� Gonzalo Villar
� Michael Lynes
� Allan Melmore
� James Bridges
� Sean Poston
� Steven Insley
� Tarlochan Singh

Marwaha
� Peter Richie
� Oliver Pasinios
� Michael Pryer
� Andrew McCroie
� Andy Hocking
� Christopher Jones
� Wesley Edwards
� Robert Belcher
� Peter Disdale
� Keith Jarrett
� Philip Holland
� Roger Smithers
� Alexander

Trovalucsi
� Soo Kim
� Paul Hicks
� Edward Shaw
� Philip Meeson
� Mark Shortman
� Alan Seear
� Julian Palmer
� Ronald Cowan

� Rob Braithwaite
� Paul Stickler
� Richard Verrall
� Vanny Cespedes
� Benjamin Hudson
� Alice Goodwin
� Ciaran Rowles
� Jess Mockford
� Ryan Eaton
� Ewan Penty Gereats
� Nikki Dobson
� Ben Syndercombe
� Jay Hands
� Rozanna Toomer
� Edward Hyde
� Jake Toomer
� Imogen Horrocks
� Adam Wade
� Oliver Prescott
� Will Kennett
� Samuel Jenner
� Tom Mitchell
� Simon Stewart-

Smith
� Oliver Ryan
� Harrison Rhodes
� Scott Callaway
� Daniel Harrison
� Yashna Lekhai
� Chloe Kirkpatrick

Douglas Adams & John Lloyd in “The Meaning of
Liff” defined Aboyne as “To beat an expert at a
game by playing so appallingly that none of his
clever tactics or strategies are of any use to him”.

Another of Douglas Adams’s sayings. He said “I
love deadlines. I like the whooshing sound they
make as they fly by.”

http://lashamexpeditions.blogspot.co.uk/
www.deesideglidingclub.co.uk
http://www.gliding.org
http://www.gliding.org
http://www.scottishglidingcentre.co.uk
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On 18 September
I arrived at the
launch point to
find a baby Grob
(SH7) sitting in
the winch queue,
c o n v e n i e n t l y
without a pilot. So
I climbed in and
having completed
all of my checks,
launched.

At around 200ft there was a very loud
bang and the canopy opened completely
to the right hand side. After my pulse had
settled to a nice steady 180, I did a very
quick stock-take. OK, the weak link hadn't
failed and the glider was still climbing at
about 35 degrees with wings level, but it
was clear that I would not be able to pull
the canopy closed. The cord that normally
retains it when open on the ground had
broken and the canopy had opened to the
full extent permitted by the hinges. I
wouldn't be able to reach it. In any event,
as I later discovered, the rear edge of the
canopy was jammed tightly under the
leading edge of the right wing.

Given how the day had gone so far I didn't
give much for my chances of landing
straight ahead either. The launch was
towards the north from the short runway
and a subsequent collision with the winch
or one of the hangars seemed a distinct
possibility. So I held on to the wire to gain
enough height to complete an abbreviated
circuit. (I am so grateful that the winchie
didn't cut the power on me at this stage).
At about 600 ft I pulled off and was very
conscious that I now had a large and very
draggy lump of acrylic hanging inverted
under the right wing.

I lowered the nose until I had a very
healthy airspeed of 65 knots plus, before
gingerly attempting a turn to the right. I
found to my great relief that I still had full

control! The downwind leg was uneventful,
if draughty. But when I turned on to finals
things got very scary. Positioning the
glider directly into wind, all that extra drag
suddenly became very obvious. The
airspeed dropped off extremely rapidly
and it was clear that the Grob was about
to stop flying. At 200 ft or less I pushed
the stick well forward (no "easing" in this
situation) and after a heart stopping
second or so we were flying again. (I
understand that the dramatic dive at this
point alarmed quite a few onlookers).
Ironically the round out and landing were
among my best and I even managed to
keep the left wing low so no damage
occurred to the canopy. Gordon
straightened the hinges, which had got
slightly bent, and replaced the broken
cord, and I was flying SH7 again within 30
minutes.

At this point I can almost hear you
thinking "that wouldn't happen to me
because my checks are too thorough". I
know this because I have been equally
scornful of others in the past. But you
need to know that I suffer from moderate
OCD even when locking the front door last
thing at night!

Photo: Allan Arthurs
There is no way that I would expect to
take off with the canopy not properly
locked. And yet on this occasion I did. I
still don't know exactly how, although I
presume that I didn't pull the latch fully

From Grob102 to T21



backwards (as is necessary on SH7) before
pushing it fully forward. (Only if it is pulled
fully backwards first will it grab the locking
pins when pushed forward.) I do remember
testing the canopy finally by pushing up on
it with both hands, and it didn't move.
Perhaps I inadvertently applied more
pressure to the hinged side than the
opening side. In any event the lock was not
secured. And this might happen to you one
day. Really.

The flight was my 627th in a glider and on
the previous 626 flights I had secured the
canopy properly. If you do something
enough times, all outcomes are possible.
So what lesson did I take away from this
experience, apart from the obvious one?
(triple and quadruple check that the canopy
is locked before launching).

Strangely enough, the decision making bit
isn't that difficult. Faced with a canopy
opening in flight, the first priority must be
to keep the glider flying, and then to land
as soon as it is safe to do so. (Basically I
just adapted my pre-flight plan for a cable
break.) But suppose you couldn't see the
instruments or the ground clearly?

Fortunately I was wearing sunglasses,
although the day wasn't particularly bright.
I'm convinced that if I hadn't been wearing
sunglasses (or some other form of eye
protection) the wind-rush would have
effectively blinded me and the outcome
might have been very different indeed. So
I will continue to wear sunglasses, even on
overcast days (with the appropriate shade
of lenses, of course) just in case I ever
again take off in a Grob but have to land in
a T21!

An instructor’s comment
Any stories about incidents are well worth
publishing here. If you want to protect your
identity, this will be respected. The main
point is that every incident has happened
before and will probably happen again, but
we can reduce the chance by talking about
it.

Another canopy opened in flight in the past
few weeks. A private Grob 103 had been
delayed due to a light rain shower, and
once this had passed, the pilots hooked the
cable on and started the winch launch. At
about 100ft the rear canopy opened and
smashed on the wing.  Once at a safe
height the P1 released the cable and carried
out a normal circuit.

It’s clear that the pre-take off checks were
completed and then the pilots waited for
the shower to pass. During this time they
opened the canopies and then failed to go
through the checks again.

From the minutes of the CoM
The Committee has voted for an orchard to
be planted using money bequeathed to the
Lasham Trust by the late Bill Kronfeld. The
location of the Kronfeld Orchard will be
determined by the General and Estate
Managers.

The project to put photovoltaic solar panels
on the roof has been approved.

A replacement for Aerolog has been nar-
rowed down to two potential suppliers.

Lasham is now an Official Junior Gliding
Centre

The Office will be closed 25 December
through 27 December

There will be no re-run of the 2014 Lasham
Regionals if the weather is inclement

From Grob102 to T21 (continued) 10
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Achievements
Lots of happy people
from the Aboyne trip.
In particular congrat-
ulations to Graham
Bell who reached
over 27,000 ft on 6
October above
Aboyne.

Nicki Marchant flew
her Diamond Height
also on 6 October in
LS6c 335, up to
21,000ft. After ten
years of trying for the
height, this completes
her Diamond Badge.

Tim Lean in the
Aboyne clubhouse
after his Diamond
Height near Loch
Muick reaching
20,700ft.

Congratulations also
to Darren Smith for a
Gold height for a
flight up to 14,600ft

(Photos Helen Evans)

2014 World Gliding Championships
Congratulations to the following Lasham
members on being selected to represent
Team GB at the 2014 Worlds:
� Club Class: Pete Masson & Gee Dale
� Standard Class: Rich and Jez Hood
� 15 Metre Class: Leigh Wells
� 20 Metre Multi-seat: Steve Jones

in Räyskälä, Finland for the Standard, Club
and 20 Metre Multi-seat and Leszno,
Poland for the 15M, 18M and Open Classes

Winter talks
16 Nov Writing about flying
Helen Evans

30 Nov Wind turbines & gliders - Can
they mix?
Patrick  Geraets

11 Jan CATS are not dogs - the role
of the modern multihull Bill
Bullimore

25 Jan Blackbushe WW2 history
Rob Belcher

8 Feb Restoration of a landscape
Chris Cobham

22 Feb The flight simulator
Ian Strachan

8 Mar Debate: ‘The golden age of
gliding is over’
Mike Bird/Max Dowding plus ???

22 March Gliding in Africa
Dick Bradley

22/23 Mar Photography exhibition
Lasham members

All talks in the Brown Elephant (unless
otherwise announced) Be seated by 6.00

If you wish to dine in the restaurant
afterwards please book on 01256
384910

Bonfire Night – 9 Nov

Xmas Party & Panto – 14 Dec

New Year Party!!
There will be a fabulous New Year Party.
If you thought Bond was good, this one is
not to be missed. More details to follow.

Fun Run 1 Jan

Miscellany



Women Glide UK (WGUK) has been around
since 2005 and is run by members of the
British Women’s Gliding Team. Our
fundamental belief is that gliding is a sport
where men and women compete on equal
terms, but that because there are so few
women in gliding there is a need for
role-modelling and  encouragement to
ensure women fulfil this potential.

Founders of Women Glide UK and Lasham
members: Kay Draper, Ayala Truelove and
Liz Sparrow would like to invite all Lasham
women to a meeting on Saturday 7 Dec at
2pm  or after flying if deliciously soarable.

WGUK's aim is to get more women doing
more gliding. The objective of the meeting
are::
� to meet each other;
� to see if anyone wants any help with

anything;
� to find out what you would like to see

happening at Lasham;
� to get your input and involvement in

WGUK development;
� to get help with organising the Lasham

leg of a nationwide Women Gliding Day.

All women pilots, current or otherwise, are
very welcome. If you know of any
prospective pilots, they are also welcome;
do invite them along. If you can't make it
but wish you could have and/or would like
to get more involved in women's gliding
development, email me:
ebertoya@iee.org

Keep in touch with us at Women Glide (UK)
on Facebook and we have a blog at:
http://womenglideuk.blogspot.co.uk/

It has all sorts of all material on task
planning, plumbing,  records, inspirational
stuff etc, but note that the blog address
will change shortly to
http://www.womenglide.co.uk

Please put 7 December in your diary

All instructors should always point any
female pupils in this direction.

Corrections
Early editions of the previous mag
misreported Mike Gee’s year of birth. It
should have been given as 1928.

12More women doing more gliding

Photo:Helen Evans
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Robin (‘Bobby’) Cole
The man who designed our clubhouse

Robin Cole, CBE DL
HonDSc FREng,
14 Dec 1918 - 14
Sep 2013. He was a
former RAF Squad-
ron Leader (engin-
eer) and set up
Conder Engineering
(Coles + Pinder) to
make welded steel
structures at first for
the farming industry

such as gates and pens. Eventually the
company graduated to making steel-framed
buildings such as hangars and factories.
Following his lifelong concern for wildlife, he
set up the Conder Conservation Trust. He met
his wife Jane, WAAF, in India and they married
in 1947 and they had two children. He was
Deputy Lieutenant of Hampshire.

He learned to glide at Cambridge University in
1937, and was the last surviving competitor
from the 1946 Nationals. After the RAF he
moved to Winchester and with the Surrey Club,
he came to Lasham.  When Lasham obtained
its first 21-year lease, Wally’s appeal fund for
a gliding centre enabled the Society to re-clad
its T2 Hangar which was then in a poor
condition. However, this left only a small
amount of money to build a new clubhouse.
He let Lasham buy for a "snip" a prototype of
his revolutionary Kingsworthy building which
is still Lasham's clubhouse. Lasham's 'Conder'
building won the Initiative Building
Competition in 1962. He also generously
donated £2000 to Lasham to build the tug
hangar. Paul Minton recalled that the only
difficulty we had with the planners was that
they wished the hangar to be painted with cow
dung to "merge into the landscape". It was
probably Robin's diplomacy which save the
building from a smelly fate.

In the Nationals in 1961 Bernard Davey and
Robin flew a two-seat Beagle. They found the
last cloud of the day over Bodmin Moor where
they were joined by Imperial College's Eagle.
Both gliders entered cloud, each convinced
that they had right of way. Somehow on the
way to 8,000 feet they missed each other.

Bernie and Robin pressing on some miles
beyond Perranporth.

There will be a service on 9 November but I
understand that the reception is now fully
subscribed except for close friends and family.

Rising Air reaches the Cloud
The demise of the old new web-site, (if you
can work that out!) meant that all the hard
work of people who scanned ancient editions
of our various newsletters and magazines was
potentially wasted.

This has now been corrected. The pdf files have
been loaded on Google's Drive, which allows
3Gb of free storage.

Paste the following URL
https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B9N
keu42IlJkSTVLTjhSdHV1MDQ&usp=sharing

into your browser and you should be able to
download any mag from any decade back to
the Surrey Club’s Redhill days.

You will find that just double-clicking on a file
will produce a magazine which some really odd
colours in the photos. If you want proper
rendering, I suggest that you look for the
download button (arrow at the bottom right
hand corner) to open it on your own computer
using Adobe Acrobat from there.

What to do with old gliding
magazines
I know you intend to read them all one day,
but will you, really? At least the newer ones
can be put to good use by leaving them around
in the waiting rooms of your doctor, dentist,
tyre fitter, psychiatrist…… A few people might
just be inspired to find out more about what
we do. If you still want to keep yours,  there
are some  spare copies in the Brown Elephant.

Robin Cole

http://
http://
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When I look
back at the
2013 season, I
think it can
probably be
described as a
year in three
parts, with the
weather up to
the end of April
being the partic-
ularly poor even
for training let
alone cross-

country flying. Then from May onwards
the season changed and we enjoyed
probably the best four month period of
weather for gliding since 2008.

At the beginning of September someone
flicked a switch and turned off the
thermals, and since then we appear to
have been under the influence of slow
moving low pressure systems until last
week when a jet stream moved south and
gave us a battering.

Getting an EASA licence

As many of you are aware EASA have
introduced licences for glider pilots across
its member states. In the UK if you wish
to retain the privileges of flying an EASA
registered glider unsupervised beyond 7
April 2015 you have to transition our
existing BGA ratings and endorsements
over to a new licence.

The BGA have agreed a transition process
with the CAA, and much of the info you
will need to start the process can be found
on the BGA’s web-site at

http://www.gliding.co.uk/bgainfo/li
censing/easalicensing.htm

To help with the process, I will be running
a number of morning briefing sessions
over this winter. The aim of these is to
show you how the transition process works
and the possible issues that have arisen
and then help people with the paperwork
certification and form filling. Each briefing
session will start at 10am in the Brown
Elephant.

Sun 24  Nov.
Sat  14  Dec.
Sun 19  Jan.
Sat  15  Feb.

It’s also worth clarifying that the
requirements for a licence after the 7 April
2015 are only for flying an EASA
registered glider. If you only ever fly solo
in vintage gliders or something that is
Annex 2, then there will be no need for
you to get a licence, and the current
requirements that are in place today will
be acceptable for you beyond 7 April 2015.

Aerobatics
If you wish to perform or even  teach
aerobatics, note that any endorsements
and privileges will move across to your
EASA  licence, providing you can show
evidence of training and currency.

Watt’s Up
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To make sure that you retain the current
privileges, you will need to have evidence
of a BGA standard aerobatic endorsement.
This is the minimum transition requirement
for adding an aerobatic rating to the new
licence.

This is a simple process and should only
require a briefing and then a demo of the
basic manoeuvres flown solo to the
satisfaction of a BGA Aerobatic Instructor,
or authorised Full Cat Instructor.

Cloud-flying
The EASA sailplane cloud-flying rating is
passing through the legislative stages. It is
hoped that the BGA’s cloud-flying
endorsement will be an acceptable
transition requirement.

The BGA cloud-flying endorsement has
been available for a few months now, and
a number of glider pilots with powered
instrument ratings have already had this
endorsement added to their gliding
certificate.

Very shortly the examiners will be receiving
a briefing on training and testing for the
rating and after which suitably experienced
pilots can put them selves forward for an
assessment of competence.

As the regulations are currently drafted, it
will be legal to fly to cloud-base in a glider
without a cloud-flying rating.

Keeping current over the winter
Just because the clocks have changed and
the days are shorter it doesn’t mean we
stop flying at Lasham and hibernate for the
winter. If the weather is flyable over the
winter there’s normally a group of people
on the airfield carrying out training. So
there’s lots of things you can do to remain
in current practice, and below are just a few
of them.

Bookable training
This winter from the beginning of Novem-
ber we will be operating bookable flying
training every day.

The training is for anyone from pre-solo all
the way to instructor training and check-
ing. Both the staff and club volunteer in-
structors will be available on the booking
system, so if you want any training it’s
worth booking in.

To find the booking site either use the link
from the Lasham web site, or go straight
to www.lashambookings.co.uk The
username is your account number and the
password for student log-in is still ASK13
in capitals.

Motor-glider flying

If you like the idea of flying something with
a heater in it during the winter, then come
along and try motor-gliding in our Rotax
Falke.

We have ten instructors who can teach for
the NPPL Licence, and around 20 instructors
who are qualified to teach gliding exercises
and carry out field-landing training. So if
you want to give it a try you should call the
Lasham office to book it, and they will
arrange one of the instructors for you.
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The South Downs
If you have put your glider to bed for the
winter then you may be missing out on
some exciting soaring when the winds are
from the North. The South Down
ridges(with a few gaps) run from Butser Hill
near Petersfield all the way to Eastbourne,
and when the wind is right it’s a 90km high-
speed low-level run.

If you have put your glider away, then the
other option to be aware of is using one of
Lasham’s high performance two-seaters
and splitting the cost with a mate or even
a group of people. Three hours on the
Southdowns and a crew change at Parham
makes for a reasonably-priced fun day’s
flying.

Jet movements & our operations
The procedure for jet movements and how
both ATC and we each manage our opera-
tions when they are taking place is set out
in a joint user code of practice.

The parts relevant to glider pilots have
been lifted out of this document, and into
the jet movements section of the Lasham
Manual.  The procedures generally work
well, but this year there have been a
number of incidents when a jet movement
has taken place.

Almost all of the incidents between gliders
and jets happen when the gliding operation

taking place from Runway 23, and a jet
taking off or landing on the main runway.
To try and stop these incidents recurring, I
thought it would be worth reminding
members about the launch-point
procedures.

1) All jet movements will be written
down on the side of the launch
point vehicle and on a notice
board in the clubhouse, so please
check.

2) When the strobe is switched on
and ATC take control of the
runway, we will move the launch-
point vehicle around and face it
towards the west and then all
landings should be in the
direction of 27. If we are using
runway 16 the landing direction
will now be towards the East.

3) Once a movement is about to
happen and the strobe goes on,
we will endeavour to make radio
calls on 131.025MHz letting pilots
know what landing direction is in
use. If pilots have a radio they
can also listen out on ATC’s
frequency of 126.65MHz

We have also told ATC that all jet
movements should also take off and land
in the same direction as the gliding
operation so when we are on runway 23
they will use runway 27 and when we are
on 16 they will use 09.

Landing on Runway 23.
Many years ago Graham McAndrew briefed
me on the issues that happen when
operating on Runway 23, and the possible
conflicts that had taken place when pilots
try to land on 27, and cut across the path
of someone else on the approach to 23.
Well that was fifteen years ago and it would
appear that this problem has not gone away
as we have had another close call this year.
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As a reminder to all pilots flying at Lasham,
when we are operating on runway 23 you
should always land in that direction. If you
wish to land by your trailer at the West end
of the airfield, then land in the direction of
09 and stop short of the first cross runway.
That way there will not be any conflict with
gliders/tugs landing on 23.

What’s on in 2014
The plans for next season are now down on
paper and it’s time to let the membership
know what plans we have for courses,
comps and expeditions in 2014. A full list
of courses and training weeks will be listed
on the Lasham web-site by mid November

Jaca spring expedition
10 March - 5 April 2014

Start the season early with a trip to North-
ern Spain for some mountain soaring and
wave flying in a Lasham two-seaters with
an experienced instructor. This is always a
popular expedition and usually books up
quickly. The list opens Saturday 23 No-
vember

The Lasham Duo Discus will again stay in
Jaca and will be available for suitably
experienced pilots to hire weekly. It will
again be allocated by a ballot, which will be
done in early December.

Standard & Open Nationals/Regionals
24 May to 1 June 2014
Try your hand at competition flying in our
Regionals or race against the boys and
girls in the Nationals, either way it’s a fun
week with excellent facilities and organisa-
tion to ensure you make the most of the
weather. Once again we will be entering
one of our high performance two-seaters
in the regionals and the P2 places will be
available for club members.

Task week
4-8 August 2014
Open to all levels of cross country pilot,
these weeks will have all of the things you
would expect at a competition such as
weather and Notams, but in addition will
have lectures and two seater coaching
available.

Junior Nationals
16 - 24 August 2014
The Juniors are back again next year and
will take place alongside normal club
operations for the period.

Aboyne
5 - 24 October
A chance to extend the season with some
wave flying with the possibility of Gold and
Diamond heights. Aboyne is one of the few
places in Europe that has a wave box that
allows flights above FL 195. So if you fancy
a trip up north in October, either come
along and use the Lasham gliders or bring
your own and join in the fun.

Winter lectures
A series of winter lectures starting in
January for the Bronze and the NPPL
exams. The dates will be set in within the
next month and all members will be notified
by e-mail at the end of November.

CFI Lasham Gliding Society
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I thought I would just update July’s report with yet
more tales of derring-do, but there was only one
addition to the list: Ian Macarthur’s Holy Triangle
(Hereford and Ely Cathedrals) on 31 August in an
LS4 at a fraction under 90 km/h despite only doing
60 km/h up the Cirencester into wind.

On that day I waited to start above 3000 ft QFE but
in the end I got bored and just set off.  It took until
Membury to really get going so I understand Ian’s
speed. After that, the run across the Cotswolds was
great fun. Something to do with cold air advection,
whatever that is.

Another memorable August day was 20 August.
There was a fumble at the grid as we launched two
K13s in preference to an already under-tugged
queue. Otherwise David Masson might have done
yet another 750 km. He landed at Booker rather
than risking the final 50 km having been round
Cirencester, Thetford, Marlborough and Naseby:
693km.

I recall pushing on under some very black-looking
stuff from Towcester to Grafham Water until I
emerged into great conditions at Huntingdon. There
seemed to be an infinity of cumulus clouds
stretching way into East Anglia over 5000 ft QNH.

I turned at Wendling but Denmark seemed a
possibility! Grafham hadn’t improved on the way
back but Chris Garton said that it was much better
under the lower airspace further south. He always
makes it seem so easy.

The day (19 August) before was pretty good as
well. David Masson managed another
circumnavigation of the London TMA taking in
Clacton-on-Sea on the way. However spread-out
was a recurrent issue.  In the morning people were
saying on the radio how bad it was south of Didcot
just as I was emerging from there going north. I
therefore concluded that I could head for home and
spend the afternoon in a field, or go round Grafham
first and spend only half the afternoon in a field!

Congratulations to Patrick Naegeli for topping the
Open Ladder and to Roy Pentecost on the Weekend
Ladder. Seven out of the top ten pilots are from
Lasham. Luke Dale topped the Junior Ladder while
Adrian came second in the Wooden Ladder. I should
say “so far” because  I suppose the Scots may still
do something ‘amazeballs’ (amazecurlingstones?)
in wave.

Cross-country season

Task km  km/h Points

02-Jun David Masson LS6 W MEW - CAR - MEW 752 80.7 5233

02-Jun Roy Pentecost ASG 29 (15.0) LAS - CHI - DIS - KNI - LA7 730 76.7 5164

25-May Patrick Naegeli ASG 29 (18.0) LAS - CRE - LSW - LAS 752 92.3 4964

25-May Bob Thirkell ASG 29 (18.0) LAS - CRE - LSW - LAS 752 92 4956

25-May Garry Coppin VENTUS 2CX (18.0) LAS - CRE - LSW - LAS 752 87.5 4873

02-Jun Bob Thirkell ASG 29 (18.0) LAS - CHI - THM - DIS - KNI - LAS 774 85 4746

02-Jun Garry Coppin VENTUS 2CX (18.0) LAS - CHI - THM - DIS - KNI - LAS 774 82.3 4723

02-Jun Patrick Naegeli ASG 29 (18.0) LAS - CHI - THM - DIS - KNI - LAS 774 81.7 4635

31-Aug Ian Macarthur LS4 LAS - HER - ELY - LAS 519 89.8 4615

26-May George Metcalfe ASW 28 LAS - VRY - ABE - KNI - LAS 601 90.3 4371

25-May Adrian Emck KA 6E LAS - BUT - STE - MYN - LAS 519 59.4 4338

25-May Jay Rebbeck LS8 LAS - YOR - LAS 617 77.7 4334

02-Jun Peter Masson DG 101 LAS - AVE - POT - MAN - NAI - LAS 508 86.9 4302

02-May David Draper LS8 LAS - ALT - CHA - HUS - LAS 508 92.5 4296

02-May Kay Draper LS8 LAS - ALT - CHA - HUS - LAS 508 92.1 4285

02-May Hugh Kindell DUO DISCUS LAS - CHA - MAH - LAS 512 94.2 4189

25-May Richard Abbott DG 1000 (20.0) LAS - CHA - SWW - SWD - LAS 704 77.9 4127

30-Apr Patrick Naegeli ASG 29 (18.0) LAS - BAL - CHV - LUD - LAS 802 75.6 4099

02-Jun Jeremy Pack STD CIRRUS LA6 - AVE - POT - MAN - NAI - LA7 507 80.8 4092

02-Jun Luke Dale STD CIRRUS LA6 - AVE - POT - MAN - NAI - LA7 507 80.3 4074

The top twenty flights from Lasham in 2013
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Top photo: Al Nunn. 13 April Lake Bala (part of a 750 k attempt, gave up at 660 k
as started way too late!),
Bottom photo: Will Stratford

They sent other good photos, but these are the best and limiting the gallery to two
keeps the pdf file down to a manageable size.
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Some of you may not have been following Werner’s blog on the Lasham web site. The following are the
highlights since the last edition.

July

September

October

Manager’s Blog

We took a K13 down to Goodwood for some
demos and watched the local Spitfire. It’s

now the K13 that is one of The Few!

The dam and the Lac de Serre-Ponçon
during Lasham’s Sisteron expedition taken

from above Mont Sérieux (in June)

Lasham’s self-launchers after some
exceptionally strong gusts during a shower

Gary Pullen ends his four-year stint as
course instructor

Another human powered aircraft

Matt and Dan Smith’s cake for Lasham for
their first season as our franchisees
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At last a good summer!
We have been due one
for a while. However
you may have
forgotten a dire cold
winter that lasted until
April. Moreover Sept-
ember and October
weren’t all that great
either. Nevertheless I
hope you all have
accumulated enough

memories to last until next season.

To celebrate a great season Werner and the Social
Committee ran a highly successful End of Season
Party.  Everyone said it was one of the best events
ever. There was a good turnout, but we have the
capacity to make the next events, such as the New
Year Party, even bigger still. If you weren’t there to
experience the great food, excellent music, Casino
Royale and the remarkable Shirley Eaton look-alike,
you really missed out.  Not only is it fun, attending
these events also will benefit you, for reasons I am
about to expound.

As Wally keeps correcting me, it’s Lasham Gliding
Society.  There is such a thing as Society (Margaret
Thatcher was quoted out of context) Even though
LGS provides the best launches and training in the
country, we are not just an efficient gliding operation.
We are also a group of like-minded people who can
help each other enjoy gliding, and life in general.
Supporting events, and deliberately increasing the
number of people you know, makes to whole
experience of coming to Lasham more enjoyable. If
you were here during the wonderful Vintage Rally,
you will probably know what I mean.

I therefore encourage you to take part is as many
aspects of the Society as you can. It may be just
listening to a winter talk , having a meal with a group
in the restaurant or having a drink in the bar after
flying.  The more you interact, the better the Society
will become.  For example the 85 people who came
to hear the Codys and the same number for the talk
on the South Downs  resulted a club-house that was
buzzing on otherwise mediocre October Saturdays.

It seems to me that many people are content with their
circle of friends, while others, who are less integrated,
just fly and leave, possibly for good. Somehow we

established members have to engage the peripheral
members. That way they are more likely to feel a part
of the Society and so re-join to the benefit of us all.

There is no magical technique to make the Society
socialise. We’ve tried mentoring, social groups and
all sorts of other wheezes, but it’s just down to being
outgoing to all other members and joining in.

On the other side of the coin, newer members, while
trudging back from a simulated cable-break, may feel
that they have a lowly status. Totally wrong! When
it comes to membership, you are just as equal as any
of us. We need you at social events, and even
mundane things like AGMs, and you will benefit as
well. Again, the more you join in, the more we all
will get out of Lasham.

I hope that you will all be relaxing in the long
evenings with nothing better to do than to write for
the next issue of this journal. Get thinking!

I recognise that it will be harder to dream up material
in the winter for the Start of the Season Issue, but
please have a go. I am aiming for some time in
February (2014).  No doubt we will be publishing
exhortations to get into practice, but some articles
from you to leaven the weightier topics would be
much appreciated.

I am now the proud owner of a LAPL(S) with an
FI(S) rating. I cannot begin to tell you how much
safer I now feel. Because my FRTOL was included,
I am also certified as being able to speak English,
apart from a sad tendency to lapse into acronyms.

Seriously though, our staff will have a huge job
examining the evidence submitted by over 500
post-solo pilots. Let’s say 10 minutes each. That is
probably three weeks’ tedious work over the
transition period Most applications will be
straightforward. Filling in the forms it isn’t difficult.
Just go to the BGA web-site and do it now. Don’t
leave it until next winter.
John McCullagh

The cover photo was taken by Helen Evans and is
looking eastwards from above Aboyne to the
reflection from the North Sea.

Editorial
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Lasham was selected to host the 41st VGC
International Rally on 3-10 August. After
some wet events here in the past, the
weather was generally very good. In that
week we did 514 aerotows and 975 winch
launches.(It is difficult to separate out
Lasham VGC members from other  flying.)

The success of the rally can be attributed
to the efforts of the Rally Team
� Richard Moyse - Rally Director
� Colin Watt - CFI
� Werner Stroud - General Manager
� Gary Pullen - Airfield ops and policeman
� Al Greensmith - Tugs
� Winching - Quintin Wheelwright
� Mark Wills - Facilities
� Geoff Moore - Facilities
� Joan Bickers - Office registration
� Tessa Jarvis & Mandy Greensmith

(Admin)
� Ed Mason - Site marshals
� Colin Simpson  - Tourist info
� Paul Haliday - Webmaster and video
� Sandy McCarthy - Merchandise

Apologies to everyone not listed above.

Graham Garnett does sterling work in
conducting aircraft spotters on guided
tours and raised £1,578.

A few stats to give you an idea of the
popularity of the event are: 164 pilots
registered, 142 caravans or tents and 286
people at the final party.

More photos appear on the Rally’s web-site
http://vgc2013lashamgliding.com/PhotoAlbum.aspx

Justin Wills unveiling the list of donors at the
opening of the Chris Wills Memorial Hangar (photo:
Paul Haliday)

The 42nd International VGC Rally will be
be held at Sæveflyvecenter, Arnborg,
Denmark from 2 to 12 August 2014. They
have a tough act to follow!

Vintage Glider Club Rally

Liam Lyons tries out the two seater (photo: Paul
Haliday)

The launch queue (photo: Paul Haliday)

Opening aerobatic display by Guy Westgate
(photo:Paul Haliday)

http://vgc2013lashamgliding.com/PhotoAlbum.aspx
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(all lists are alphabetical)

Committee of Management
Mike Clarke
Dr Colin Jackson (Chairman)
Steve Jones
Chris Marren
Pete Reading (Vice Chairman)
Colin Short

General Manager
Werner Stroud

Flying staff
Gee Dale (Deputy Chief Flying Instructor)
John Simmonds (Deputy Chief Flying Instructor)
Colin Watt (Chief Flying Instructor)

Estates Manager
Zenon Marczynski

Hon Treasurer
John McCullagh

Office staff
Joan Carey (Bookkeeper)
Sue Cook
Tessa Jarvis
Brenda McCune
Sharon White
Linda Woolnough

Workshop
Stuart Clay (Aircraft Mechanic)
Gayl Jordaan (Record Keeper)
Gordon MacDonald (Licensed Engineer)

Facilities Manager
Richard Moyse

Winch and grounds
Rosie Ibbotson
Quintin Wheelwright (Winchmeister)

Restaurant and bar franchisees
Chefs2U (Matt & Dan Smith)

Other roles
Dave Bowtell (Youth Scheme)
Gordon MacDonald (Tugmaster & Airspace)
Dave McCarthy (Safety Officer)
Colin Watt (Child Protection Officer)

Sub-committee chairmen
Caravan - Jill Atkinson
Flying - Colin Watt
Marketing - Michael Oakley
Social - Werner Stroud
Single-seaters - Colin Simpson

Volunteers
Throughout the Society there are many other
volunteers and occasional employees. These are
too numerous to mention but they always have
our thanks.

Lasham Trust
The place for donations to make Lasham even
better. The trustees are: Wally Kahn, Afandi
Darlington, Graham Garnett and Colin Jackson.

Lasham Gliding Society Ltd
Rising Air Magazine is published by:
  Lasham Gliding Society,
  Lasham Airfield,
  ALTON,
  Hants
  GU34 5SS

Tel: 01256 384900
Email: office@lasham.org.uk

Website: www.lashamgliding.com

Lasham Gliding Society Ltd is registered under the
Friendly and Industrial and Provident Societies Act
1968 (Registered number IP15094R).

Editor for this issue: John McCullagh

© All material published in Rising Air is copyright
Lasham Gliding Society Ltd 2013, unless stated
otherwise
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